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ABSTRACT: Optical properties of iron pillared clays (Fe-PILCs) were determined by using spectrophotometer measurements
coupled with the solution of the radiative transfer equation (RTE). The specific absorption and scattering coefficients, as well as
the phase function for scattering, were obtained as a function of the wavelength in the range from 300 to 500 nm. Optical
properties of the Fe-PILCs are greatly affected by their iron contents which are ascribed to changes in their textural properties
and are significantly different from those of two other iron containing materials, goethite and zerovalent iron. To show an
application of the optical properties, the quantum efficiency of the heterogeneous photo-Fenton process with a Fe-PILC was
determined. The results indicate that Fe-PILCs could be used as catalysts in large-scale photoreactors whose dimensions could be
adjusted in a wide range according to the catalyst load and iron content to be used.

1. INTRODUCTION
Advanced oxidation technologies (AOTs) have received wide
interest as efficient techniques to treat waters containing highly
toxic and recalcitrant pollutants. Pesticides, heavy metals,
chlorinated hydrocarbons, dyes, disinfectants, and antibiotics
can be easily transformed into inorganic compounds like water,
carbon dioxide, and salts as final products. Reaction
mechanisms involve the generation of HO• radicals which are
highly reactive and attack the organic matter in a nonselective
form. Total mineralization usually appears to be unnecessary
since intermediate compounds, e.g., carboxylic acids and
aldehydes, are biodegradable and water treatment can be
completed by conventional biological methods.1−4

Some of the most widely known AOTs are those named as
Fenton and photo-Fenton techniques, in which the generation
of HO• radicals results from the reaction between H2O2 and
Fe2+ in aqueous solution at temperature close to ambient
conditions5−7 according to

+ → + ++ + − •Fe H O Fe OH HO2
2 2

3
(1)

The irradiation of the solution with light of wavelengths up to
580 nm8 also contributes to the generation of HO• and the
regeneration of Fe2+ by photolysis of the Fe(OH)2+ complex:

ν+ → ++ + •hFe(OH) Fe HO2 2
(2)

Because of the continuous regeneration of Fe2+ during the
process, the iron salt plays the role of a catalyst added to the
reactant system in nonstoichiometric and usually low amounts
with respect to the other reactants.
In the past decade efforts have been made to develop solids

displaying catalytic activity in photo-Fenton processes, thus
allowing the simple recovery of the catalyst. Iron minerals or

iron species supported on different solid materials (silica,
alumina, zeolites, clays, activated carbon) have been tested as
catalysts in photo-Fenton processes.9−20 They have been tested
with a wide variety of contaminants including dyes,21 phenolic
compounds,22 pharmaceutical drugs,9 agrochemicals,23 and
representatives of diverse industrial and municipal effluents.24

Other materials based on manganese oxides25,26 have been
reported as effective heterogeneous catalysts in wet peroxide
oxidation processes for contaminant degradation in aqueous
solution.
As in homogeneous photo-Fenton reactions and other

homogeneous photoactivated processes, the efficiency in the
use of light is an important aspect to be evaluated in
heterogeneous photo-Fenton systems, in which light scattering
is an additional complexity factor. The efficiency of light
utilization is formulated in terms of the quantum yield which
relates the rate of the reaction and the rate of photon
absorption as is common practice in homogeneous photo-
chemistry. The calculation, as accurate as possible, of the local
volumetric rate of photon absorption (LVRPA) is thus
required, and this can be achieved by application of the
radiative transport equation (RTE) for the proper determi-
nation of the radiation field inside the reactant system.
For rather dilute suspensions (pseudohomogeneous system)

at ambient temperature (radiation emission is negligible) and
for a single direction of propagation, the RTE can be expressed
as27,28
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where Iλ,Ω̲(s,t) is the spectral specific radiation intensity along
the directional coordinate s, with a wavelength λ and a direction
of propagation Ω̲; κλ is the absorption linear volumetric
coefficient, σλ is the scattering linear volumetric coefficient, and
p is the phase function for spatial characteristics of the
scattering phenomenon that acts as a source of photons coming
from any direction Ω̲′ to the direction under consideration Ω̲.
The parameters κλ, σλ, and p are optical properties which are
characteristics of such solid materials.
With the knowledge of the optical properties (either from

literature data or by experimental determination), the spectral
and directional distribution of radiation intensities can be
obtained by solving the RTE. Then the spectral incident
radiation at a point located at the position x ̲ can be calculated
by

∫̲ = ̲ Ωλ λ
Ω

Ω̲G x t I x t( , ) ( , ) d, (4)

From eq 4, the local volumetric rate of photon absorption for
polychromatic radiation is obtained by integration over the
entire wavelength range of interest:

∫ κ λ= ̲ = ̲ ̲
λ

λ

λ λe x t x t G x tLVRPA ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) da

1

2

(5)

In the recent past, methodologies for the evaluation of optical
properties has been applied to some solid materials used in
photocatalytic and photo-Fenton processes (titanium dioxide,
silica-supported TiO2, goethite, and zerovalent iron nano-
particles).17,29−32

Pillared clays (PILCs) are solid materials which can
incorporate iron, copper, and other transition metals and
have shown catalytic activity for degradation of several
pollutants in typical photo-Fenton conditions.13 Iron pillared
clays (Fe-PILCs) can be prepared by several techniques, and
the resulting Fe species associated with the pillars have been
reported as more effective and more resistant to leaching than
other iron species. Recently a series of Fe-PILCs prepared by a
simple technique with a montmorillonite without any other
pretreatment than drying and sieving exhibited good catalytic
properties in the degradation of dyes in typical photo-Fenton
conditions.33−35 Optical properties of Fe-PILCs have not been
reported until now and their determination could help in better
evaluation of their efficiency as catalysts in heterogeneous
photo-Fenton processes.
In the present work the absorption and scattering coefficients

and the phase function for aqueous suspensions of Fe-PILCs
with different iron contents are evaluated. The determination of
these optical properties implies (i) diffuse transmittance and
reflectance spectrophotometric measurements of Fe-PILCs
suspensions, (ii) evaluation of the radiation field in the
spectrophotometer sample cell by resolution of the RTE for a
one-dimensional system involving a single direction of light
propagation, and (iii) application of a nonlinear multiparameter
estimator coupled with an optimization program to adjust
model predictions to experimental data. The results are
compared with those obtained for goethite and zerovalent

iron nanoparticles, materials commonly studied as catalysts in
heterogeneous photo-Fenton processes.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. Fe-PILCs Preparation. The starting raw material was a

clay from Bañado de Medina, Uruguay. Over 80% of it is a
calcium-rich montmorillonite with low sodium and potassium
contents.36 The cation-exchange capacity (CEC) determined
by the ammonium acetate technique (1 M, pH 7) is 1.07
mequiv g−1 of dried clay. The clay was dried and ground, and
the fraction of aggregate size less than 250 μm was selected by
sieving and used for catalyst preparation.
The clay was exchanged with an aqueous solution of

[Fe3(OCOCH3)7OH·2H2O]NO3, prepared according to the
method described by Yamanaka et al.37 A solution of the iron
complex was poured on an aqueous suspension (10% in
weight) of the selected aggregate fraction of the clay until a final
ratio of 0.5 mmol of complex g−1 of clay was attained. This
procedure was repeated using 1.0 and 3.5 mmol of complex g−1

of clay. The exchanged clays were recovered by filtration,
washed with deionized water, dried at 60 °C, and calcined at
400 °C in air atmosphere using a tubular furnace Carbolite
CTF-12/65/550. The temperature was increased at 1 °C min−1

from room temperature up to 400 °C which was maintained for
2 h. The Fe-PILCs thus obtained were ground with a mortar
and sieved. The particles that passed through a sieve of 200
mesh (nominal sieve opening 74 μm) were selected and
denoted as C-0.5, C-1.0, and C-3.5 according to the complex/
clay ratio used in the preparation.

2.2. Fe-PILCs Characterization. The iron content of the
clay and of the catalysts was determined by energy dispersive X-
ray fluorescence spectroscopy (EDXRF) in the “Laboratorio de
Tecnogestioń” of the Industry, Energy and Mining Ministry of
Uruguay.
Nitrogen adsorption−desorption isotherms for the clay and

the catalysts were determined at −196 °C in Micromeritics
ASAP 2010 equipment. The specific surface area (SBET) was
determined from adsorption data using the BET model. The
specific total pore volume (VT) was determined from the
adsorbed amount at a relative pressure of 0.95 transformed to
volume of liquid, assuming a density of 0.808 g mL−1 for the
adsorbed nitrogen. The specific micropore volume (Vμp) was
determined using the Dubinin−Radushkevich model.
A Coulter LS230 was used for the laser diffraction particle

size analysis. The instrument measures particle size in the range
from 0.04 to 2000 μm. Analyses were done using water whose
pH was adjusted at 3 as a dispersion medium, assuring the same
conditions as used in optical properties determination, and with
the Fraunhofer optical model as basis for the calculation.

2.3. Transmittance and Reflectance Measurements.
Aqueous suspensions of the catalysts C-0.5, C-1.0, and C-3.5
were prepared employing different catalyst loads (Ccat) at pH 3:
0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 g L−1. Measurements of collimated
transmittance (Tλ), diffuse transmittance (DTλ), and diffuse
reflectance (DRλ) of these suspensions were performed using
an Optronic OL Series 750 spectrophotometer equipped with
an OL 740-70 integrating sphere, measuring each 10 nm in the
wavelength range from 300 to 500 nm. For each catalyst load
and each wavelength, measurements were performed in
triplicate. A flow cell with a pump that recirculates the catalyst
suspension from a reservoir provided with a stirrer was used in
order to avoid the sedimentation of the catalysts and keep a
constant catalyst load in the measuring cell. The flow rate and
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stirring were carefully adjusted to ensure the catalyst load value
and the constancy of the particle concentration during the
measurements.
2.4. Extinction Coefficient Determination. The ex-

tinction coefficient (βλ) is a property of the solid suspension
in water and is an extension of the absorbance property for
homogeneous systems. For each catalyst load and each
wavelength, βλ was obtained from Tλ experimental measure-
ments using the following equation:

β =
−

λ
λT

L
ln( )

(6)

where L is the cell path length.
The specific extinction coefficient as a function of wavelength

(βλ*, βλ per unit mass of catalyst load (Ccat)) was obtained from
the slope of a linear regression with forced intercept at the
origin of the data βλ versus catalyst load (Ccat) for each
wavelength. The values obtained were used to compute the
absorption coefficients as is explained in the following.
2.5. Methodology for Optical Properties Estimation.

The optical properties were obtained adapting the correspond-
ing method previously reported.31 The RTE can be applied to a
spectrophotometric cell under the following assumptions: (i)
the cell is considered to be formed by two parallel plates
separated by the cell thickness, (ii) the spectrophotometer
receives an almost perfectly collimated beam of the incident
radiation and the radiation field can be assumed to exhibit
azimuthal symmetry, and (iii) the optical properties of the
suspension are independent of time and position. With the
above assumptions the simplified RTE becomes

∫
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μ

β μ
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μ μ μ μ
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Following the work of Satuf et al.32 the Henyey and
Greenstein (HG) phase function (pHG,λ) was adopted for the
radiation model in the spectrophotometer sample cell:

μ
μ

=
−

+ −λ
λ

λ λ

p
g

g g
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1

(1 2 )HG, 0

2

2
0

3/2
(8)

where gλ is the dimensionless asymmetry factor defined as

∫ μ μ μ=λ λ−
g p

1
2

( ) d
1

1

HG, 0 0 0 (9)

and μ0 is the cosine of the angle between the incident and the
scattered rays.
The effects of the reflecting walls of the spectrophotometer

cell in the measurements were taken into account in the
boundary conditions of eq 7:31

μ δ μ μ μ μ= − + Γ − >λ λI I I(0, ) ( ) (0, ) ( 0)0 0 (10)

μ μ μ− = Γ <λ λI L I L( , ) ( , ) ( 0) (11)

where Γ denotes the global wall reflection coefficient, δ is the
Dirac delta function, and L is the spectrophotometric cell
length.
The RTE (integro-differential equation) was solved numeri-

cally by the application of the discrete ordinate method
(DOM).38 This method was applied discretizing the wave-
length λ, the spatial coordinate in the x dimension, and the

angle in the θ direction (represented by μ = cos θ). Starting
with plausible initializing values of κλ and gλ to solve the
equation, the theoretical results produced by the model for
diffuse transmittance and diffuse reflectance are compared with
the experimental values, using a nonlinear multiparameter
estimator based on the algorithm of Levenberg−Marquardt.
The procedure was repeated until the model was able to predict
the experimental result, thus obtaining κλ and gλ.

2.6. LVRPA Evaluation. The spatial distribution of the
LVRPA as a function of the spatial coordinate x was evaluated
for different catalyst loads of C-3.5 in a cylindrical perfectly
stirred batch reactor with an inner diameter of 17 cm.39 The
bottom of the reactor was transparent (filter cutoff 300 nm)
and illuminated with a tubular lamp (Philips TL’D 18W/08,
emission range 340−410 nm) placed at the focal axis of a
parabolic reflector. The net radiation flux at the reactor bottom
experimentally measured by ferrioxalate actinometry was 5.65 ×
10−9 einstein cm−2 s−1.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Iron content for the starting clay and the catalysts determined
by EDXRF are shown in Table 1. The higher values for the

catalysts with respect to that of the clay confirm that the iron
complex was incorporated during the pillaring process.
Moreover, the iron content for the catalysts increases with
the complex/clay ratio used in the preparation.
Textural parameters for the clay and the Fe-PILCs are shown

in Table 2. The specific surface area and the microporous

volume (SBET, Vμp) of the Fe-PILCs increased with increasing
iron content, and for C-3.5 they become 4 times the values of
the host clay.
These results depict the efficiency of the pillaring process

here used to create a stable microporous structure in the clay by
incorporation of iron species in the interlayer spaces of the clay.
Changes in textural properties could affect the type and amount
of active sites and thereby the rate of photon absorption and
that of photochemical and chemical steps in the whole reaction
mechanism.
The optical properties of the solids can depend on the

particle size.40 In order to evaluate such a possible correlation,
results for particle size distribution based on volume for the
three Fe-PILCs are presented in Figure 1. Table 3 includes the
corresponding statistical information. As can be observed, the
distribution covers a similar range with a scarce contribution of
particles with size over 74 μm (sieve opening used for fraction
selection). Only small differences in the particle size
distribution for the catalysts are observed. Therefore, a marked

Table 1. Iron Content of the Clay and the Fe-PILCs

Fe (% w/w)

clay C-0.5 C-1.0 C-3.5

1.1 ± 0.5 6.1 ± 0.5 13.4 ± 1.0 17.6 ± 2.5

Table 2. Textural Parameters for the Clay and the Catalysts

solid SBET (m2 g−1) Vμp (cm
3 g−1) VT (cm3 g−1)

clay 31 0.013 0.049
C-0.5 56 0.023 0.057
C-1.0 111 0.046 0.069
C-3.5 130 0.051 0.099
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influence of this parameter in the optical properties of the Fe-
PILCs is not expected. However, structural differences in Fe-
PILCs with increasing iron content, as in this case, have been
reported mainly related to changes in the long-range layer
stacking; therefore, they could also affect both absorption and
scattering properties.
For each wavelength, over the range of catalyst load studied

(from 0.2 to 2.0 g L−1), the plot of βλ versus the catalyst load
(Ccat) provided a good linear fitting through the origin for all
the catalysts, as can be observed in Figure 2 for the case of 360
nm.
Figure 3 shows the values of βλ* as a function of the

wavelength obtained for C-0.5, C-1.0, and C-3.5. For all the
catalysts, there are no significant variations of βλ* in the
wavelength range from 300 to 500 nm. The increase of iron

content in the catalyst leads to lower specific extinction
coefficients for the whole range of wavelength studied, from
3066 to 3136 cm2 g−1 for C-0.5 to 1088−1148 cm2 g−1 for C-
3.5. As reported in Table S1 in the Supporting Information,
these results involving both absorption and scattering
components of the radiation are intermediate between those
of goethite (133−161 cm2 g−1) and zerovalent iron (ZVI)
(22 496−24 216 cm2 g−1). These differences can be related to
those of light−solid interactions by absorption and scattering
phenomena. On one hand, light absorption should be related to
energy transitions of the surface-exposed species. On the other
hand, light scattering should be dependent mainly on
morphological aspects of the solid including particle size and
shape.
The comparisons between the predictions produced by the

theoretical model and the experimental values of diffuse
transmittance and diffuse reflectance measurements allowed
the determination of κλ and gλ values.
The specific absorption coefficient (κλ*) per unit catalyst

load was obtained by applying a linear regression on the data κλ
versus Ccat. Specific absorption coefficients (κλ*) of Fe-PILCs
are shown in Figure 4 (see Table S2 in the Supporting
Information). Light absorption is observed for the three
catalysts over the entire wavelength range, although significant
differences are observed between them when comparing κλ*

Figure 1. Particle size distribution for Fe-PILCs suspensions.

Table 3. Statistics of Particle Size Distribution for Fe-PILCs
Suspensions

catalyst

statistical param C-0.5 C-1.0 C-3.5

mean (μm) 24.60 25.95 36.95
median (μm) 15.64 17.96 32.97
mode (μm) 55.14 60.52 55.14
95% conf limit (μm) 0−72.24 0−74.04 0−92.49
SD (μm) 24.30 24.54 28.34

Figure 2. Linear regressions between the extinction coefficient and the
catalyst load at 360 nm for the catalysts. Bars represent a 95%
confidence interval.

Figure 3. Specific extinction coefficient for the catalysts as a function
of wavelength.

Figure 4. Specific absorption coefficient for the catalysts as a function
of wavelength.
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dependence on λ. Marked decreases in κλ* values from 1324 to
732 cm2 g−1 and from 1098 to 858 cm2 g−1 are observed in the
wavelength range 300−440 nm for C-0.5 and C-1.0,
respectively. C-3.5 showed the lowest absorption values of
around 630 cm2 g−1 with no large fluctuations in the entire
range of λ.
The value of the specific scattering coefficient (σλ*) was

obtained by taking the difference of the specific absorption
coefficient from the specific extinction coefficient (σλ* = βλ* −
κλ*). As shown in Figure 5 (or Table S3 in the Supporting

Information), differences between catalysts are also observed in
the scattering contribution σλ*, with the largest contribution
corresponding to the C-0.5 catalyst (from 1780 to 3350 cm2

g−1) and the lowest one for the C-3.5 (from 450 to 500 cm2

g−1).
As it was already observed for the specific extinction

coefficients, the values of κλ* and σλ* are intermediate between
those of goethite (κλ* from 93 to 115 cm2 g−1 and σλ* from 30
to 61 cm2 g−1)31 and ZVI (κλ* from 15 474 to 21 568 cm2 g−1

and σλ* from 2528 to 7348 cm2 g−1).17

With regard to the asymmetry factor gλ, Table S4 in the
Supporting Information shows positive values over the whole
range of wavelengths, which indicates a preferential forward
direction of the scattered radiation. Small variations between
the different values of gλ were observed when comparing the
three Fe-PILCs. Values are lower than those of goethite and
ZVI.
In order to show the degree of accuracy attained by

application of the DOM method and the nonlinear multi-
parameter estimator, the experimental measurements of diffuse
transmittance and diffuse reflectance as a function of wave-
length can be compared with those predicted by the theoretical
model of the RTE equation. As shown in Figure 6, the model
reproduces with a high degree of accuracy the experimental
values.
According to these results, optical properties of Fe-PILCs

here studied are greatly dependent on their iron content. Light
absorption is favored at low iron loadings and low wavelengths.
This is a rather unexpected behavior since iron oxide is
reported to undergo photoinduced electron transitions as in
other semiconductor materials which are commonly used in
photoassisted catalytic processes such as titanium dioxide, and

thereby photon absorption of Fe-PILCs should increase with
their iron content.41

Optical properties of the Fe-PILCs are thus assumed to be
affected to a higher extent by changes in textural properties
when compared with those involving their iron oxide content,
and the fact that values of κλ* and σλ* for a pure iron oxide
under the form of goethite are even lower reinforces these
assumptions. A more detailed study beyond the scope of this
work should be performed to better understand the influence of
textural properties of Fe-PILCs on their interactions with light.
Once the model has been optimized to estimate the values of

κλ*, σλ*, and gλ, the LVRPA can thus be calculated with eqs 4
and 5 for a given photoreactor on the basis of its configuration.
Figure 7 shows LVRPA profiles in the cylindrical batch reactor

described in section 2. It can be observed how the LVRPA is
affected by the characteristic spatial coordinate as well as the
catalyst load. These results are of practical interest for reactor
design because it allows determining the distance along the
direction of radiation propagation where the photonic
absorption rate becomes insignificant. As an example, the
distance to attain 99% of total photonic absorption is
approximately 2.5 cm for a catalyst load of 2.0 g L−1.

Figure 5. Specific scattering coefficient for the catalysts as a function of
wavelength.

Figure 6. Comparison among predicted and measured values of diffuse
transmittance and diffuse reflectance for a load of 1.0 g L−1 for C-3.5.

Figure 7. Spatial distribution of LVRPA in the photoreactor as a
function of the characteristic spatial coordinate for different loads of C-
3.5.
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In addition, the spatial average of the LVRPA in the reactor
allows determination of the quantum efficiency (η) of the
heterogeneous photo-Fenton process. The quantum efficiency
can be defined as the ratio of the number of reactant molecules
degraded or product molecules formed during a given time to
the number of photons absorbed by the species to be activated,
over the employed spectral range, during the same period of
time.42−44 As an example, the quantum efficiency for the
degradation of 2-chlorophenol (2-CP) in photo-Fenton
conditions with C-3.5 as catalyst was determined as follows:

η =
−

⟨ ⟩ −
‐ ‐C C

e x t t( ) ( )V

2 CP,0 2 CP,f
a

f 0R (12)

where C2‑CP,0 is the initial molar concentration of 2-CP, C2‑CP,f is
the final molar concentration of 2-CP, (tf − t0) is the total time
of the assay, and ⟨ea(x)⟩VR

is the average value of LVRPA in the
reactor calculated as

∫⟨ ⟩ =e x
V

e x V( )
1

( ) dV
V

a

R

a
R

R (13)

Table 4 shows the results obtained from assays performed in
the reactor previously described for a period of 90 min. The

initial concentration of 2-CP was 50 ppm, and the initial
concentration of hydrogen peroxide was 265 ppm. The initial
pH was adjusted to 3 with perchloric acid, and the temperature
was maintained at 25 °C.
These results of quantum efficiency are useful for showing

the possibility of using Fe-PILCs as catalysts to degrade the
pollutant 2-CP by means of the heterogeneous photo-Fenton
process.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Optical properties of Fe-PILCs containing different iron
loadings were determined in the range of wavelength 300−
500 nm by application of a method involving spectropho-
tometer measurements coupled with the solution of the
radiative transfer equation (RTE). Significant differences in
their optical properties are ascribed to differences in their
textural properties. Fe-PILCs display photon absorption in all
the range of wavelengths. The values obtained for κλ* and σ λ*
are intermediate between those of goethite and ZVI in the
wavelength range studied. The positive values of gλ indicate a
preferential forward direction of the scattered radiation. Taking
into account the different phenomena associated with light−
catalyst interactions, mainly photon absorption and scattering,
theoretical calculations can be made in order to determine the
reactor design leading to the best results in terms of energy
efficiency.
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■ NOMENCLATURE
C = molar concentration (mol cm−3)
Ccat = catalyst load (g L−1)
DR = diffuse reflectance (dimensionless)
DT = diffuse transmittance (dimensionless)
ea = local volumetric rate of photon absorption (einstein
cm−3 s−1)
g = asymmetry factor (dimensionless)
G = incident radiation (einstein cm−2 s−1)
I = radiation intensity (einstein cm−2 s−1 sr−1)
L = spectrophotometric cell length
LVRPA = local volumetric rate of photon absorption
p = phase function (dimensionless)
s = linear coordinate along the direction Ω̲ (cm)
SBET = specific surface area determined using the BET model
(m2 g−1)
t = time (s)
T = collimated transmittance (dimensionless)
Vμp = specific micropore volume (cm3 g−1)
VR = reactor volume (cm3)
VT = specific total pore volume (cm3 g−1)
x = axial coordinate (cm)
x ̲ = position vector (cm)

Greek Symbols
β = volumetric extinction coefficient (cm−1)
βλ* = specific extinction coefficient (cm2 g−1)
δ = Dirac delta function
η = quantum efficiency (dimensionless)
θ = spherical coordinate (rad)
κ = volumetric absorption coefficient (cm−1)
κλ* = specific absorption coefficient (cm2 g−1)
λ = wavelength (nm)
μ = direction cosine of the ray for which the RTE is written
μ′ = direction cosine of an arbitrary ray before scattering
μ0 = cosine of the angle between the direction of the incident
and the scattered rays
σ = volumetric scattering coefficient (cm−1)
σλ* = specific scattering coefficient (cm2 g−1)
Ω = solid angle (sr)
Ω̲ = unit vector in the direction of radiation propagation

Table 4. Quantum Efficiency of the 2-CP Degradation for
Different Loads of C-3.5

Ccat
(g L−1)

⟨ea(x)⟩VR
× 1010

(einstein cm−3 s−1)
(C2‑CP,0 − C2‑CP,f)/(tf − t0) ×

1010 (mol cm−3 s−1) η

0.2 2.76 0.118 0.043
1.0 3.34 0.556 0.167
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Γ = global wall reflection coefficient (dimensionless)

Subscripts
0 = inlet condition
f = final condition
λ = dependence on wavelength
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